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Meeting held on 19.09.2022

Report presented on 03.1Q.2022

Agenda Decisions made Action taken

To discuss preparation
to be done before
NAAC Peer Team
visit.

To prepare presentations of their
respective departments and also

suggested the coordinator to summarize

the incremental growth of five years

from 2016-17 to 2020-21 in a

presentation.

The work ofpreparing presentations to show to

NAAC Peer Team for evaluation is under

process and soon will be comPleted,

To give practice to
athletes for "Punjab
Khed Mela 2022".

Dr. Kulwinder Singh, HOD, PhYsical

Education was asked to give practice to
athletes selected for "Punjab Khed

Mela2022" at district level.

the practice to athletes was being given under

the supervision of Dr' Kulwinder Singh and

two students Shubham Kumar and Sumanda

Kumari bagged first and second ,positions
respectively in 10,000 meter and 800 meter

races at district level on 23'd Septemb er 2022,-

Constitution of subject
societies and clubs.

All the departments were instructed to
constitute their subject societies before

third week of September.

All the subject societies including Guru Gobind

Singh Study Circle and student council have

been constructed.

Lecture and help for
women hygiene.

It was proposed to anange a lecture for
girl students on personal hygiene and

organize a camp where free sanitary
pads would be distributed to them.

Due to unavailability of Dr' Meenu Tandon, Dr,

Seema Kapoor made the girl students

understand the need ofphysical hygiene during

day to day life and students were distributed

free sanitarv pads on 29.09'2022.

Visit of NGO Goonj.
IQAC members gave a nod to the

proposal of the chairperson of inviting
NGO 'Goonj' to the college.

Volunteers of 'Goonj' Miss Balwinder Kaur

and Meenal Verma visited the campus on

29.09.2022 and students took an oath to work

for sustainable development goals which

include poverty reduction' eco-friendly
atmosohere. health and clean energy.

Celebration of UNO
Day and Shahed
Bhagat Singh's Birth
Anniversary.

It was decided to celebrate UNO DaY

and Shahed Bhagat Singh's Birth
Anniversary by organizing Cycle Rally
and performing a play based on the life
ofBhagat Singh.

I"JNO Day will be celebrated on 24"' uctober

and Shahed Bhagat Singh's Birth Anniversary

was celebrated in the campus on 28th September

2022. Studenls while on bicycles raised the

slogan 'Inqlab Zindabad' and performed a play

based on the life ofSardar Bhagat Singh. 

-
Any other issue with
the special permission
ofthe chair.

fne chairperson instructed the

department heads to select needY

students and make dePartment wise

lists so that books can be distributed to

them as early as possible for smooth

studies.

Arts, Commerce and IT Departments

distributed the course books to needy students'

Around 300 students were helped with the

course books.
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